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Whether we like it or not, we must deal with texts. When a 
text contains specific hermeneutic principles instructing the reader 
how to interpret it, it seems that these principles should be exam-
ined closely and should be given priority, when interpreting that 
text, over other, perhaps conflicting, hermeneutic principles. In 
such a case, the question of a hermeneutic circle arises: how can 
the reader approach the text in order to learn how to interpret it 
appropriately without first knowing how to interpret what one finds? 
The Confessions is such a text, and Augustine's answer to this 
question would be that a faith that is motivated by charity is needed 
in order to transcend this gap between the author and reader, this 
severance whose source can be traced back to humanity's original 
separation from God. The result of this original separation, this 
Fall, is the splitting apart of the members of a true, Christian com-
munity, a group of individuals bound together under God by mu-
tual charity and love. 
While this paper does not deal with the hermeneutic circle, 
per se, it does examine Augustine's guidelines for correctly inter-
preting Scripture and suggests that these same hermeneutic prin-
ciples can be applied to the Confessions itself. This is done not for 
the sake of mere curiosity, although it is interesting to apply a 
text's hermeneutics to itself, but because Augustine implies that 
we should (XII.31; XII.26).1 Because I apply the Confessions' 
hermeneutics to the Confessions, this paper restricts itself to this 
work alone, referring to Augustine's other writings only rarely. 
Since the Confessions calls for an openness to a plurality of 
interpretations, and because this paper applies these hermeneutic 
principles to the work itself, it is important to see the Confessions 
from various perspectives. In section I, three such approaches to 
the Confessions are presented: the theological, the spiritual, and 
the historical. From the "theological" perspective, one may ob-
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serve Augustine's return from an egoistic involvement with 
worldly, temporary distractions back to the completeness and 
wholeness found in his one, eternal Origin. The Confessions may 
also be seen as a "spiritual" exercise through which Augustine is 
healed and forgiven of his sins by confessing them to God. It is 
important to note that, since the pear theft can function in the Con-
fessions as the paradigmatic sin, one in which the group of young 
thieves mimics and shadows the Triune community, the spiritual 
exercise of redemptive confession is inherently more than a soli-
tary exercise. While it is personal, and while God alone redeems 
and forgives, Augustine's confession to God — and to the reader ~ 
can be seen as his longing for the ideal community that sin has 
shattered and destroyed. Finally, one may examine the "histori-
cal" reasons why Augustine wrote the Confessions, for whom it 
was intended, and how it was read or heard. Whereas the "theo-
logical" and "spiritual" approaches require no more than an analy-
sis of textual evidence, this third approach depends upon the find-
ings of historical research and would proceed according to the ap-
propriate methods of historiography. 
Section II begins by looking at Augustine's Scriptural herme-
neutics. An acceptable interpretation of Scripture, he says, will 
recognize the difference between the author's intended meaning 
and the truth of the message, attempt to access the author's origi-
nal meaning while at the same time admitting the difficulty (if not 
impossibility) of doing so, apply the principle of charity (caritas) 
by remaining open to a plurality of possible interpretations, and be 
consistent with the letter of the text, as well as with the "Inner 
Light". After explaining these principles, I apply them to the Con-
fessions by analyzing the passages wherein Augustine addresses 
his readers directly or indirectly, whether they are believers, unbe-
lievers, or both. 
In section III, I claim that whenever Augustine addresses the 
reader as a believer, he does so in an attempt to create a true com-
munity united under God and founded upon the principle of char-
ity. Indeed, here the findings of the historical, theological, and 
spiritual approaches converge: Augustine's historically-verifiable 
actions are his attempts to find true fellowship which, grounded in 
a theological understanding of an eternal, forgiving, loving God, 
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would help heal his present spiritual state of "misery" through chari-
table interaction (X.33). 
I 
The characterization of the Confessions from the "theologi-
cal" point of view will be brief. Louis Mackey has persuasively 
interpreted the Confessions as a self-conscious attempt to free it-
self from the constraints of temporal autobiography in order to 
land itself in the eternal realm of theology where the Word reigns.2 
The Confessions, he says, traverses the "meanwhile" between the 
narrative of history and the discourse of eternity, always trying to 
reach the latter, yet failing before it ever gets started. The Confes-
sions, like Augustine, has become a problem unto itself (X.33): 
how is a dialogue with God even possible? 
The Confessions begins with Augustine praying to God for 
guidance as he searches for Him. Book I opens with a recitation of 
Psalm 145:3: "Can any praise be worthy of the Lord's majesty?" 
(1.1). It is the nature of the creature to seek and praise his Creator: 
"Man is one of your creatures, Lord, and his instinct is to praise 
you" (1.1). Echoing Meno, Augustine raises the problem of how a 
man can pray to God for help when he does not know God, and 
how he could know God without praying to Him for guidance. 
Augustine solves the problem by doing both, i.e., by confessing 
his faith and seeking knowledge of God through prayer: "I shall 
look for you, Lord, by praying to you and as I pray I shall believe 
in you, because we have had preachers to tell us about you. It is my 
faith that calls to you, Lord..." (1.1). 
Augustine then recounts the events of his life, starting with his 
conception and beginning Book X in present time (skipping the 
decade after Monica's death in Book IX), at which point he begins 
to go "backwards" in time, toward the beginning of time and to-
ward his true Beginning. Augustine explores memory (Book X), 
then time itself (Book XI), then creation and the Creator himself 
(Books XII and XIII).3 The Confessions is, among other things, 
the story of Augustine's journey from his beginnings in childhood 
sin to the mystical union with God he shares with Monica in Book 
IX. He both begins and ends the Confessions with words about the 
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Word, his Creator. Furthermore, the Creator is present throughout 
the entire book. God is the backdrop against which the events of 
his life are interpreted. God gives meaning to the people and places, 
the deeds and actions, the triumphs and tribulations of Augustine's 
life. For Augustine, there is no place or time not inhabited by the 
presence of God. Of course, God is not "in" any time or place. 
"What place is there in me to which my God can come, what place 
that can receive the God who made heaven and earth?" (1.2). Nev-
ertheless, God is present throughout Augustine's life and through-
out the entire Confessions. He is the Listener to whom the Confes-
sions is spoken. 
The "spiritual" perspective sees Augustine absolved of his sins 
as he confesses them to God. It is therefore inextricably connected 
to the "theological" progression described above. Augustine is 
not redeemed by himself, nor by the reader (although the charity 
of others is important), but by God. In recounting his life, Augus-
tine does not tell us exclusively about his successes and triumphs, 
say, as a popular rhetoric teacher at Thagaste. Rather, Augustine 
reveals his trials and failures, beginning with his childhood and 
ending in his present, "miserable" state in Book X. While Augus-
tine confesses many sins, e.g. his sexual habits (II.2), sensual in-
dulgences (X.30), futile curiosity (X.35), and pride (X.35), I will 
take as exemplary the theft of the pears in Book II. 
The pear theft raises the epistemological problem for August-
ine of how one can ever know his past. "If the crime of theft which 
I committed that night as a boy of sixteen were a living thing, I 
could speak to it and ask what it was that, to my shame, I loved in 
it" (II.6). The epistemological problem of the past is linked to the 
ontology of the past. Because the crime is not a "living thing", it 
cannot be addressed in order to know what motivated it. August-
ine solves this apparent problem, however, by showing that the 
crime is still in his memory. "My God, I lay all this before you, for 
it is still alive in my memory" (II.9). By remembering what he felt 
at the time, he can answer: "And now, O Lord my God, now that I 
ask what pleasure I had in that theft, I find that it had no beauty to 
attract me" (II.6). Augustine stole the pears for no other reason 
than to delight in evil itself. He later admits, however, that his 
peers' enticements were also instrumental in his stealing the fruit; 
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had they been absent, he probably would not have committed the 
crime (II.8). Augustine was also attracted by the assertion of the 
liberty of his will which the act embodied, a false liberty, he would 
add, which only mimicked God's true liberty (II.6). Ultimately, 
the crime is meant to represent evil for evil's sake, a thrill that is 
shared within a false, privative community of fellow sinners: "But 
as it was not the fruit that gave me pleasure, I must have got it 
from the crime itself, from the thrill of having partners in sin" 
(II.8).4 
Augustine says that he is able to recall his crime without fear 
because God has already forgiven him (II.7). However, it is also 
because he recalls the crime that Augustine is forgiven, in the sense 
that he feels healed by telling the story.5 This does not mean that 
God, for Augustine, can only forgive him after he remembers his 
sin. Since God forgives sins Augustine never even committed (II.7), 
surely God forgives sins — in the "theological" sense — before 
Augustine confesses them. The point is that Augustine himself --
in the "spiritual" sense — comes to feel redeemed by recounting 
his sin: "talking through" his failures frees Augustine of the bur-
den of past sins. Therefore, while it is a necessary condition that 
God already forgive Augustine of his sins before he confesses them, 
it is also necessary that Augustine actually confess his sins (and 
the Confessions is, after all, such a confession) if he is to feel healed 
by the Physician. 
This theme of spiritual forgiveness and healing is repeated 
throughout the Confessions. Augustine recognizes how he profits 
from confessing his sins to God. "For when I am sinful, if I am 
displeased with myself, this is a confession that I make to you" 
(X.2). God is the Physician of the soul who heals its wounds. 
"You have forgiven my past sins and drawn a veil over them, and 
in this way you have given me happiness in yourself..." (X.3). This 
spiritual healing leads to true joy and happiness in God. 
The fact that Augustine devotes much of Book II to the pear 
theft is significant. It is hard to ignore the resemblance of 
Augustine's "fall" to the Fall of Adam. Both of these sins in-
volved the picking of fruit from a forbidden tree. Moreover, it 
seems to be more than a mere coincidence that when Augustine 
converts, he is sitting beneath a fig tree. This personal redemption 
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would parallel the redemption of humanity by Christ on the cross. 
However, an examination of such parallels is beyond the scope of 
this essay.6 Rather, I would like to examine the historical question 
the pear theft raises for us as readers of the Confessions.1 
Because of the theological (or aesthetic) balance the pear theft 
offers to Augustine's redemption beneath a fig tree, how do we 
know that the historical Augustine did not simply invent the story 
for theological or aesthetic purposes? This question arises out of 
the dual nature of the Confessions, which is at the same time both 
an autobiographical history and a fictional narrative. It is a re-
membering of how events occurred objectively, but at the same 
time it is an interpretive remembering. Augustine could interpret 
every event of his life in purely "worldly" terms, or in terms of 
divine activity in his life. He could explain the pear theft as the 
result of the human desire to assert one's freedom (II.6) and please 
one's peers (II.8), or as the activity of God who was preparing him 
for his conversion under a fig tree. 
Both interpretations assume the event actually "occurred" in 
some way. It is quite possible, however, that Augustine invents 
the story for its theological and aesthetic significance, which brings 
us back to the original question. 
The answer depends on whether we view the Confessions as 
history or as narrative.8 If one were to view the Confessions as a 
historical document telling about a certain pear theft, one might 
look for confirmation of the event in Augustine's other treatises or 
the writings and personal anecdotes of his contemporaries. 
If, on the other hand, one were to view the Confessions as a 
fictional narrative, it is no longer important whether or not the 
events recounted took place "objectively".9 The author of the fic-
tional narrative is not the same as the author of the autobiographi-
cal history. While the latter may be approached through historio-
graphic methods, we shall never know what the former intended 
by the plot of his story. 
This brings us to the third perspective from which to explore 
what the Confessions signifies for Augustine, viz., the "histori-
cal". This approach, unlike the "theological" and "spiritual" ones, 
is not necessarily grounded in the text of the Confessions but relies 
upon historical knowledge of Augustine, bishop of Hippo in the 
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fourth-century. What were the historical conditions provoking 
Augustine to write the Confessions'? Who were its original read-
ers and listeners? How was the Confessions read and heard during 
Augustine's time? 1 0 
The Confessions was written around 397, only a few years 
after Augustine had become bishop of Hippo (Brown, 161)." 
Augustine's appointment as coadjutor bishop of Hippo became 
surrounded by some controversy, for the combination of his 
Manichee past and his extreme cleverness helped make others dis-
trust him (Chadwick, 66). 1 2 
Because the Christian Church was becoming stronger in Ro-
man society, Christian "religious autobiographies" turned from 
telling tales of persecution and martyrdom to confessing personal 
temptations and yearnings for moral perfection (Brown, 159). The 
book was intended for the servi Dei ("servants of God") and the 
spirituals ("men of the spirit") who wanted to know about 
Augustine's conversion (Brown, 160). The men who were im-
pressed by the Confessions composed a mixed group: Paulinus of 
Nola, Secundus, a "cultured Manichee", and Pelagius (Brown, 160). 
Gillian Clark claims that Augustine expected the Confessions to 
be widely circulated (Clark, 40). Because the letter correspon-
dence between Augustine and Paulinus of Nola, a well-known 
bishop, was partly responsible for the writing of the Confessions,13 
Augustine must have assumed that the story of his Christian re-
birth would be passed on to other readers with similar interests 
and connections (Clark, 42). 
Augustine wrote the Confessions at a time when he felt iso-
lated from the great spiritual men he knew in Europe (Brown, 161). 
Whereas he had been baptized by St. Ambrose in Italy, he was 
now in a comparatively isolated province in Africa. Since he was 
now a bishop, he felt he had lost contact with the average servus 
Dei. Augustine at this time was oscillating in the midst of inner 
turmoil. He says, a decade after his conversion: "Terrified in my 
sins and the dead weight of my misery, I had turned my problems 
over in my mind and was half determined to seek refuge in the 
desert" (X.43). The fires of optimism sparked by his conversion 
having died down, the middle-aged Augustine was ready to flee 
into the desert and imitate the hermit Anthony. 
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Because his Confessions is an intellectual inquiry, Augustine 
makes certain assumptions about the intellectual background of 
his readers (the spirituales). He pays them the compliment of be-
ing as steeped in Neo-Platonic philosophy as he himself was 
(Brown, 167). The readers of the Confessions would have been 
struck by Augustine's excited, vulnerable "affectivity" {affectus) 
(Brown, 169), as well as his open, pleading dialogue with God. It 
is hard to imagine Plotinus having such a conversation with the 
One (Brown, 167). They would have also noticed the new, 
literary-religious form of self-expression Augustine creates by 
weaving the language of the Psalms (and Vergil) into the interpre-
tation of his life's struggles (Brown, 174). 
Of the thirteen books of the Confessions, Book X would have 
taken Augustine's readers most by surprise. When it was read 
aloud in Rome, Pelagius was "deeply annoyed" by its tone (Brown, 
177).1 4 Whereas most religious autobiographies of the period cen-
tered around a "conversion" that was seen as a clean and total break 
from the past, Augustine devoted much of Book X revealing his 
present state, rife with turmoil and temptation. It is clear that at 
the time of writing the Confessions, Augustine still suffered many 
of the same temptations which afflicted him before his conver-
sion. 
Fourth-century readers usually acquired a hand-written copy 
of the Confessions by asking someone to write out a copy for them 
(Clark, 81 ) . 1 5 They also might have heard the Confessions read out 
loud.1 6 Hearing the book read aloud would have changed how one 
perceives the sequences of words, since the text would no longer 
be static as on a page but would flow "in time" according to the 
cadences of a voice. Clark suggests that the Confessions was dic-
tated by the eloquent rhetorician (Clark, 80), which would help 
explain the intense, emotional "affectivity" of the work.17 The 
visual cues modern readers enjoy — such as the italics or quotation 
marks which mark Augustine's shifts from his own words to the 
words of the Bible or classical literature - were not available to 
readers of the first manuscript copies (Clark, 81). The audience 
which Augustine expected had to "hear" such changes in his writ-
ing. If they were to catch such nuances, they had to be familiar 
with these texts as well as trained in the art of reading, listening, 
and interpretation. 
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II 
Now that we have seen what the Confessions signifies for 
Augustine from the "theological", "spiritual", and "historical" per-
spectives, we are prepared to examine the limiting criteria for any 
acceptable interpretation of the Confessions. We will employ two 
approaches. First, we will apply Augustine's own Scriptural herme-
neutic principles to the Confessions itself. Secondly, we will ex-
amine the textual passages wherein Augustine addresses the reader. 
Applying the Confessions' hermeneutic principles to itself demands 
a close examination of the text: the first approach implies the sec-
ond. 
Let us begin with a brief characterization of Augustine's Scrip-
tural hermeneutic principles. He writes: 
How can it harm me if I understand the writer's 
meaning in a different sense from that in which 
another understands it? All of us who read his 
words do our best to discover and understand what 
he had in mind, and since we believe that he wrote 
the truth, we are not so rash as to suppose that he 
wrote anything which we know or think to be false. 
Provided, therefore, that each of us tries as best he 
can to understand in the Holy Scriptures what the 
writer meant by them, what harm is there if a reader 
believes what you, the Light of all truthful minds, 
show him to be the true meaning? It may not even 
be the meaning which the writer had in mind, and 
yet he too saw in them a true meaning, different 
though it may have been from this (XII.18).1* 
From this passage, several points emerge. First, there is a dis-
tinction between the truth of a passage and the author's original, 
intended meaning. Augustine recognizes that we cannot get back 
to the author's intended meaning. Speaking of Moses and Scrip-
ture, Augustine distinguishes between the truth of the message it-
self, of which he is convinced, and the meaning which Moses in-
tended, which Augustine can never know for certain. "And I real-
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ize that when a message is delivered to us in words, truthful though 
the messenger may be, two sorts of disagreements may arise. We 
may disagree either as to the truth of the message itself or as to the 
messenger's meaning" (XII.23). The standard which judges the 
truth of the message is, of course, "the Light of all truthful minds". 
Secondly, we can never be sure that we have understood the 
passage in the precise way the author understood it: "It may not 
even be the meaning which the writer had in mind..." (XII. 18; cf. 
XII.25). Augustine reiterates this point with even more skepti-
cism: "But the truths which those words contain appear to differ-
ent inquirers in a different light, and of all the meanings that they 
can bear which of us can lay his finger upon one and say that it is 
what Moses had in mind and what he meant us to understand by 
his words?" (XII.24). Finally, he says, "Even if Moses were to 
appear to us and say, 'This is what I meant,' we should not see his 
thoughts but would simply believe his word" (XII.25). It seems 
that, for Augustine, a return to the author's original meaning is 
unattainable in principle. 
Nevertheless, we should "do our best" to discover what the 
author had in mind when he wrote (XII. 18). The reason for this is 
the God-given authority of the writer, Moses. "And if he had only 
one meaning in mind, let us admit that it must transcend all oth-
ers" (XII.32). In all interpretative attempts, Augustine says that 
he seeks the author's original meaning, even if it is unattainable in 
principle. "Let me lay this confession before you in the firm belief 
that if the explanation I give accords with the meaning which Moses 
had in mind, I shall have done what is right and best. This is what 
I must try my utmost to do" (XII.32). 
The fourth point, which is closely related to the third, is that 
we should employ the two precepts of charity (duo praecepta 
caritatis; XII.25), which are: 1) Let us not go beyond what is laid 
down for us, one man slighting another out of partiality for some-
one else (I Cor. 4:6); and 2) Let us love the Lord our God with our 
whole heart and our whole soul and our whole mind, and our neigh-
bor as ourselves (Mt. 22: 37, 39). In other words, love others and 
love God. 1 9 This "principle of charity" (caritas) attempts to mini-
mize abuse of Scripture for personal interests and desires (cupiditas, 
about which more below). Furthermore, out of "applying the 
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law.,.to the end of charity" (XII.25) emerges harmony and joy with 
other believers. "But I pray that in you, O Lord, I may dwell in 
harmony and joy with those who feed upon your truth in the full-
ness of charity" (XII.23). Applying the principle of charity is the 
first step on the way to building a true community. The herme-
neutic principle of charity is the same principle which grounds a 
fellowship of Christian believers who demonstrate the love of God 
by caring for one another. 
The fifth and final point, which is only implicit in the passage, 
is that every acceptable interpretation must be "consistent with the 
truth" (XII.25; cf. XIII.24). An interpretation must not "depart 
from the truth" but must be "within the truth" (XII.25). On one 
level, this means that one should not contradict the letter of the 
Scriptural text. Just as priority is given to the author's intended 
meaning, so also is authority given to the letter of the text. For 
example, to claim that in some way God did not create heaven and 
earth would be an unacceptable interpretation of "In the Begin-
ning God made heaven and earth" (XIII.24). But a legitimate in-
terpretation must also be consistent with the truth in a second, more 
theological, sense, viz., it must accord with the Inner "Light of all 
truthful minds", the eternal standard and source of all truths. 
An acceptable interpretation of Scripture, then, will recognize 
the difference between the author's meaning and the truth of his 
message, "try its best" to access the author's original meaning while 
at the same time realizing the difficulty of doing so, apply the prin-
ciple of caritas by remaining open to a plurality of possible inter-
pretations, and be consistent with the letter of the text (and the 
Inner Light).2 0 
Before continuing, certain points require clarification. The 
first point concerns Augustine's conception of the author's intended 
meaning {intentio). Augustine does not use this term to signify a 
set of inner mental concepts that would be propositional or 
quasi-linguistic, a disinterested sort of "mentalese", but in the sense 
of a cogitationis intentio or "mental concentration".21 Glidden 
rightly stresses the visual, as opposed to propositional, character 
of Augustine's conception of authorial intentionality.22 The author's 
"intention" refers to the mental picture of reality which the author 
projected at the time of writing. It is motivated by the author's 
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particular interests and concerns which are shaped by his individual 
experiences, personal and collective memory, and historical situa-
tion. Secondly, there is a crucial difference between the self-giving 
care of caritas and the personal interest of cupiditas. All true love 
is directed towards God (caritas), not towards the world (cupiditas). 
The objects of cupiditas have only relative, not absolute, value. 
They are but means to God, the true End desired for His own sake.2 3 
We are now prepared to apply these criteria to the Confessions 
itself. We do this not merely to imitate Augustine in using his 
hermeneutic principles, but because he implies we should do so. 
"For my part I declare resolutely and with all my heart that if I 
were called upon to write a book which was to be vested with the 
highest authority, I should prefer to write it in such a way that a 
reader could find reechoed in my words whatever truths he was 
able to apprehend. I would rather write in this way than impose a 
single true meaning so explicitly that it would exclude all others, 
even though they contained no falsehood that could give me of-
fense" (XII.31; cf. XII.26). While Augustine is referring to his 
hypothetical writing of the creation account, his words may fruit-
fully be applied to the Confessions itself. As Mackey writes, "The 
story of his life would not be worth telling if it could not be pre-
sented as an exemplum of salvation history. As such, it is invested 
with all the momentous authority of its divinely inspired original" 
(Mackey, 52). However, it must be added that Augustine would 
have been wary of giving too much authority to his text: "They 
must ask you for the gift of understanding and not appeal to me as 
if it were I who 'enlightened every soul born into the world'" 
(XIII. 10; cf.XIII.22). 2 4 
If we apply Augustine's Scriptural hermeneutic principles to 
the Confessions, the conditions listed above should be met. We 
must realize that the truth we find in Augustine's message may be 
different from his intended meaning. We should "try our utmost" 
to get back to his original meaning; the historical analysis above 
may help us in this task. We should apply the principle of charity. 
Finally, our interpretation must be consistent with the text. 
Although every acceptable interpretation must meet the crite-
ria of textual consistency, this in no way limits the plurality of 
possible interpretations of the Confessions. Rather, whatever truths 
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the reader has arrived at according to his own reasoning are to be 
echoed in Augustine's text. "...[T]hose who can should find ex-
pressed in the few words of your servant whatever true conclu-
sions they had reached by their own reasoning" (XII.26). 
Let us turn, then, to the passages which address the reader in 
order to see how he or she should understand the Confessions.25 
We first note that the primary "reader" or intended audience 
of the Confessions is God. Book I opens with prayer and praise of 
God. The recitation, "Can any praise be worthy of the Lord's 
majesty?" (Ps. 145:3) is repeated at the beginning of Book XI. It 
is clear that God is present throughout the entire book as the Hearer 
of Augustine's confessions. When Augustine addresses the reader, 
he usually does so indirectly and uses the subjunctive form, "Let 
the reader do X." 
And now, O Lord, I make you my confession in 
this book. Let any man read it who will. Let him 
understand it as he will. And if he finds that I 
sinned by weeping for my mother, even if only 
for a fraction of an hour, let him not mock at me.... 
Let him not mock at me but weep himself, if his 
charity is great. Let him weep for my sins to you, 
the Father of all the brothers of your Christ (IX. 12). 
It is noteworthy that Augustine allows his book to be read by any-
one, believer or unbeliever (about which more below). Further-
more, he permits a plurality of possible "understandings" of his 
book. The only request Augustine makes is that the reader not 
mock but sympathize with him by weeping for his sins alongside 
him. Just as the principle of charity was a necessary condition for 
a proper interpretation of Scripture, so also is it a necessary condi-
tion for a proper interpretation of the Confessions. 
This point may be illustrated by several other passages through-
out the Confessions. In Book X, Augustine raises an interpretive 
problem for anyone who reads his characterization of the tempta-
tions he still suffers in his present state. "When they hear me speak 
about myself, how do they know whether I am telling the truth?" 
(X.3). The solution to this problem is caritas, which "believes all 
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things" (X.3). "For although I cannot prove to them that my con-
fessions are true, at least I shall be believed by those whose ears 
are opened to me by charity.... Charity, which makes them [the 
readers] good, tells them that I do not lie about myself when I 
confess what I am, and it is this charity in them that believes me" 
(X.3).2r' The principle of charity is what makes it possible for the 
readers to overcome the gap that exists between them and Augus-
tine (much like the lacuna separating Augustine from Moses). In-
dividuals separated by particular feelings, memories, thoughts, and 
desires are brought back together by the caritas which, by "believ-
ing all things," transcends differences in gender, education, and 
age (as the mystical experience at IX. 10 demonstrates).27 Caritas 
allows the readers to accept on faith the truth about Augustine; it is 
this same charity which "makes them good." Augustine stresses 
not a "hermeneutics of suspicion" but one of open acceptance, 
which, nonetheless, is subject to the critical judgment of the Inner 
Light. 
At this point, the question may be raised, "Who is the reader 
of the Confessions!" It has already been addressed from a histori-
cal perspective. Here, I will answer it by dividing the Confessions 
into passages wherein Augustine addresses 1) believers; 2) unbe-
lievers; and 3) both unbelievers and believers. Let us turn to these 
in reverse order. 
We have already seen how Augustine says of his book, "Let 
any man read it who will" (IX. 12). What can be said of this anony-
mous reader? It is clear that he desires happiness. "Surely happi-
ness is what everyone wants, so much so that there can be none 
who do not want it" (X.20). This is not to say that everyone de-
sires true happiness, which is "to rejoice in you and for you and 
because of you" (X.22). To rejoice in God is the same as to rejoice 
in the Truth (X.23). If we learn to ignore all the distractions of the 
world and to rejoice in the Truth by which all else is true, we shall 
be happy (X.23). Augustine says that all men are united by this 
one purpose, i.e., temporal happiness on earth, and that all action 
is aimed at this goal, even if the attempts to attain this goal are 
endlessly varied (XIII. 17). The community which is formed by 
this common purpose includes both believers and unbelievers, the 
former finding true happiness in God through caritas for one an-
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other, and the latter attempting in cupiditas to find happiness in 
some created, temporal good. 
Augustine also addresses the general reader (believer or unbe-
liever) in order to make him realize the vast distance separating 
him from God. Augustine does this in two ways. First, Augustine 
begins by acknowledging that God already knows what Augustine 
confesses. "I need not tell all this to you, my God, but in your 
presence I tell it to my own kind, to those other men, however few, 
who may perhaps pick up this book" (II.3). Since God already 
knows whatever Augustine will say, Augustine reveals his life not 
to God but to the reader. He continues, "And I tell it so that I and 
all who read my words may realize the depths from which we are 
to cry to you" (II.3). The purpose of Augustine's confession here 
is to bring the reader to imitate him in realizing the infinite depth 
separating God from the person he or she is. It is a call to the 
reader to join him in submitting to God. Augustine makes the 
same point in a second way, this time engaging the reader in a 
"mental exercise" (XIII. 11). He asks the reader to consider his 
own existence, knowledge, and will in order to realize how great is 
the difference between man and the Trinity. Again, the point is not 
so much about humanity in general as it is about the particular 
reader who is infinitely separated from God. 
Let us turn to those readers who may be characterized as "un-
believers". Simply put, Augustine does not care to argue with 
unbelievers who reject the truths which the Inner Light reveals to 
Augustine. "As for those who deny these truths, let them snarl and 
deafen themselves as much as they like. I shall try to persuade 
them to be silent and to open a way to their hearts for your word" 
(XII. 16). The problem with them is not that they disagree with 
Augustine but that they "snarl" and are "deaf to his words. In 
short, they do not receive his message in a spirit of charity. Au-
gustine says he will try to bring God's truthful Word to their hearts, 
but this can happen only if they are ready to listen. 
The fact that Augustine does not care to argue with 
close-minded unbelievers does not imply that he does not care about 
them at all. On the contrary, Augustine sympathizes with them 
because they are estranged from their Creator and are therefore 
"unhappy" in the true sense of the word. He prays for them: "Let 
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them then turn back and look for you. They will find that you have 
not deserted your creatures as they have deserted their Creator" 
(V.2). Surely these men and women who tread the "hard path" 
remind Augustine of himself before he turned away from the dis-
tractions of the world and looked within himself to discover the 
divine Truth that never deserted him but was always there. Au-
gustine offers his story as a model for unbelievers to follow, espe-
cially those whose intellectual objections may be obstacles to their 
possible conversion. 
Augustine says much more concerning those who do acknowl-
edge the truths revealed to Augustine by the Inner Truth.28 They 
agree with Augustine concerning these fundamental points, yet 
disagree with his interpretation of the first book of Genesis. 2 9 
Augustine addresses them in order to explain his interpretation 
and to resolve the disagreements arising therefrom. In the very act 
of asserting his individuality by offering his own interpretation, 
Augustine engages with other believers. Augustine explicitly rec-
ognizes his desire for a true community when he says that he seeks 
knowledge of God's Word (Genesis) not for his sake alone but so 
"that it may serve the love I bear to others" (XI.2). The specific 
details of Augustine's interpretation of Genesis need not concern 
us here. Wliat is important to notice is that Augustine is ready to 
engage in an open discourse with those who are ready to listen 
charitably. 
In Book XIII, Augustine does something quite rare in the Con-
fessions: he directly addresses the readers who are believers. He 
uses bold, sweeping language, derived from his interpretation of 
Scriptural passages, in order to encourage fellow believers in their 
Christian walk. "Divide the light of those who are perfect, but are 
not yet as the angels, from the darkness of those who are infants in 
God's nursery but are not without hope....Go, then, for you are 
fires burning with holiness and gIory....Spread throughout the 
world; let all men know the light" (XIII. 19). Notice that the unbe-
lievers who are still in the darkness nevertheless have hope: they 
still have the potential to return to their Origin. In one of the few 
instances where Augustine uses the second person plural to ad-
dress the reader, he commands his Christian brethren to set a shin-
ing example for all men, believers and unbelievers alike. 
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More frequently, Augustine addresses believers indirectly in 
passages which seek to effect some change in them. There are 
numerous examples of this. If they have avoided the sins that he 
has committed, he tells them to love and thank God all the more 
for having prevented them from making his mistakes (II.7). Above 
all they should not take credit for their good behavior but should 
give God the glory. Secondly, he asks God to inspire the readers 
to remember Monica (and Patricius) in prayer, for Monica's dying 
wish was to be remembered "at the alter of the Lord" (IX. 11). 
Thirdly, he begs God for self-knowledge in order to confess to his 
fellow brothers in Christ the "wounds" he finds in himself, so that 
they might pray for him. Fourthly, he points out that it is man's 
duty to confess his sins to God (V.5). Fifthly, he means his con-
fession of past sins to be an uplifting example for those who are on 
the brink of despair. "But when others read of those past sins of 
mine, or hear about them, their hearts are stirred so that they no 
longer lie listless in despair, crying 'I cannot'" (X.3). The be-
liever, unlike an audience member passively watching the mun-
dane plot of a play unfold, is challenged by the example of 
Augustine's success; he can no longer say "I cannot" because Au-
gustine has shown that, with God's grace, he can. All the same, 
Augustine advises the reader not simply to imitate others who are 
better than him or her, but to seek God's will in his or her own life 
(XIII.22). 
Ill 
We have now seen passages wherein Augustine addresses the 
believer both directly and indirectly. My interpretation of these 
passages is the following: when Augustine addresses the reader as 
a believer, he does so in an attempt to create a true community 
united under God and founded upon the principle of charity. In 
order to be a member of this community, the believer must hear or 
read Augustine's Confessions with caritas, which means that he 
or she must thank God when Augustine comes close to his Creator 
and pray for him when he is separated from Him by his sins (X.4). 
In other words, he or she must (re)act appropriately. The mem-
bers of this Christian community will love what is worthy of love 
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and sorrow at what deserves remorse (X.4). Perhaps most impor-
tantly, they will continue to love Augustine even when he sins 
(X.4). In short, they will care for Augustine according to their 
caritas. Augustine says that by confessing the successes and fail-
ures of his life, 
I fire my own heart and the hearts of my readers 
with love of you, so that we all may ask: Can any 
praise be worthy of the Lord's majesty?... So by 
confessing our own miserable state and acknowl-
edging your mercy towards us we open our hearts 
to you, so that you may free us wholly, as you 
have already begun to do. Then we shall no longer 
be miserable in ourselves, but will find our true 
happiness in you (XI. 1). 
Augustine and his fellow believers are united in their common 
love of God. The common purpose of praising, seeking, and serv-
ing God brings believers together in caritas, just as the common 
goal of temporal happiness unites humanity in cupiditas (XIII. 17). 
In addition to praising God, the believer confesses — with Augus-
tine - his "miserable state" in order to find wholeness and fulfill-
ment in God. Notice that Augustine has shifted to the first person 
plural in the quoted passage. Whereas Augustine usually refers to 
other believers indirectly while still addressing God, here he is 
already united with his brothers and sisters in Christ and speaks on 
their behalf: "...we open our hearts to you...." His voice now speaks 
for the community they form: just as they were in a "miserable 
state" together, so they are "wholly freed" by the same divine mercy. 
Concerning Augustine's desire for a community united under 
God and grounded in charity, the findings of historical scholarship 
would confirm what is revealed by the textual evidence of the 
Confessions alone. In his introduction to the Confessions, 
Pine-Coffin points out that the historical Augustine possessed a 
remarkable gift for making friends (Pine-Coffin, 11). Many of 
Augustine's sins in the Confessions stem from his desire to please 
peers and win friends. Augustine himself recognizes this tempta-
tion as one which afflicts him even at the moment of his confess-
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ing (X.36). While Augustine claims that he stole the pears for the 
sake of evil itself, he admits that he was also motivated by peer 
pressure. At the same time, he calls the accomplices to his sin 
"nothing" (II.8), suggesting that evil companionship is not essen-
tially different from evil itself, which is also "nothing" (VII. 12). 
A desire for a true community was the impetus behind his (failed) 
attempt to live with ten other friends (VI. 14). It is even plausible 
that his sexual indulgences, his swiftly taking a mistress immedi-
ately after the first one had departed (VI. 15), were not motivated 
merely by sexual desire but by a yearning for genuine companion-
ship. Throughout his life, Augustine repeatedly identifies himself 
with a group of some sort. "Augustine will never be alone" (Brown, 
61). At various points in his life, however briefly, Augustine is a 
member of some community: of nurses and playmates, of learned 
rhetoricians, of Academics and Skeptics, of Manichees, of 
Platonists, and, ultimately, of Christians. 
Simply by reading or listening to Augustine's text, the reader 
forms a "primary linguistic community" with Augustine.3 0 Of 
course, one might be forced to read an English translation of the 
Latin manuscript in order to become a part of this smallest of com-
munities, but it would be a community all the same. If the reader 
agrees to the same fundamental truths as Augustine, that is, if he is 
a believer, they may form a deeper, "secondary" interpretive com-
munity held together by these common truths.31 Furthermore, this 
community of believers would be unified by the one source of 
truth, God. If the reader is a "believer" in Augustine's sense of 
acknowledging the Inner Truth, and if he meets the interpretive 
criteria described above, he will form a triadic community with 
Augustine which is united by, or under, the Truth. This triadic 
community is a human imitation of the Triune God, just as the 
group of pear theft accomplices is a parody of this triadic commu-
nity.3 2 Whereas Augustine's yearning for true community repeat-
edly goes unsatisfied by his attempts to form a community based 
on created, temporal goods (e.g., pleasing peers, sex, idle educa-
tion, friendship not based on God), this community of believers 
would be the "truest" possible on earth because it would be 
grounded in the source of Truth. It is not mere coincidence that 
Augustine's mystical union with the Truth is not a silent, isolated 
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contemplation but is shared in conversation and in communica-
tion with his mother (IX. 10). 
Having said this, it must not be forgotten that, for Augustine, 
the most perfect of Christian communities will be flawed. The 
purest triadic community between two believers and God will still 
only be a reflection of the Trinity. To take the hermeneutic ex-
ample, even if Moses were to speak to Augustine directly, their 
communication (and hence their community) could never be per-
fect. Augustine can never know Moses' intentions but must take 
his words on faith (XII.25), accepting them insofar as they reso-
nate with the Inner Truth (XI.3). This is what it means to employ 
the principle of charity. This is how Augustine would have us 
read the Confessions. 
A reading of these passages which emphasizes the caring com-
munity formed between Augustine and the reader would not reject 
but embrace the "theological" and "historical" perspectives offered 
by Mackey and Brown, respectively. Because Augustine would 
receive therapeutic support and charity from the reader, this read-
ing also encompasses the "spiritual" interpretation offered in Part 
I. It is God who heals Augustine, ultimately, but He does this 
through the members of the Christian community. In short, the 
historical actions revealed by Augustine's Confessions are his at-
tempts to find "the true fellowship of charity" (X.36) which, held 
together by a common theological understanding of one, eternal, 
loving God, would heal his troubled spiritual state which has be-
come a problem to him (X.33). Augustine thus invites the readers 
to join him in confessing (V.2), which, after all, is one's duty to 
God (V.5). 
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